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Delta Velorum (HR 3485, HD 74956, HIP 42913) has been known as a quadruple systemfor many years as IDS 08419{5420 (Je�ers et al., 1963). The system ontains two ommonproper motion (CPM) pairs, AB (200) and CD (600), separated by � 6900. The brighter pair,Æ Vel (A1V, V = 1:96, B � V = +0:04, aording to Simbad) omprises a bright A-typestar and a ompanion of unknown spetral type, three magnitudes fainter. The primaryomponent was itself resolved as a double star by spekle interferometry (0:006) in 1978(Tango et al., 1979) and then by the Hipparos satellite (0:00736, �Hp = 3:58, Perrymanet al., 1997), although this knowledge has not made its way to all the atalogues. TheCCDM (Dommanget & Nys, 1994) and the MSC (Tokovinin, 1997) only mention the fourwell known omponents. The WDSC (Worley & Douglass, 1996), the Third Catalogueof Interferometri Measurements of Binary Stars (Hartkopf et al., 2000) and the GCPD(Mermilliod et al., 1997) do inlude the sub-arseond omponent.On July 1, 1997, a drop of � 0:m3 in Æ Vel's brightness was observed visually by Otero(2000a), who went on to observe three more fadings during 1998 and 1999. Independently,Fieseler (2000) reported a fading in the engineering data of the Galileo star sannerobservations of Æ Vel, on June 19, 2000. Examination of the only other set of Galileoobservations of Æ Vel, whih was made in 1989, shows a partiularly well observed elipse(see Figure 1). Hipparos also observed Æ Vel but apart from one observation of poor
Table 1: Times of minimaJD Cyle O � C Min Mag. Comment2447851.692 0 0.00 II 2.2 UB Galileo2450631.5 62 0.10 I 2.2 vis Otero2450831.7 66 0.10 II 2.2 vis Otero2451147.8 73 0.15 II 2.1 vis Otero2451308.65 77 0.00 I 2.3 vis Otero2451715.1 86 0.10 I > 2:1 UB Galileo2451850.45 89 0.00 I 2.4 vis Jansen2451869.8 89 �0.24 II 2.1 vis various
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reliability the 110 observations, made fairly evenly over � 1200 days, show that Æ Vel wasonstant to within � 0:m01 at these times.From an analysis of all the observations available, Lloyd (2000) and Otero (2000b)independently were able to �t an eentri orbit with a period of approximately 45.16days, whih was onsistent with both the elipses and the out-of-elipse observations,prinipally from Hipparos. An international observing ampaign aross the southernhemisphere using this ephemeris resulted in the visual detetion of elipses on November1st and 21st, 2000, near the predited times. The times of minima from all the elipsesare gathered in Table 1 and were used to derive the improved ephemeris,JDI = 2447832:10 (� 0:05) + 45:150 (� 0:001)� E;JDII = 2447851:692 (� 0:003) + 45:150 (� 0:001)� E:The best observed elipse is that seen by Galileo in 1989 and this is shown in Figure1 together with � Leonis for omparison. The Galileo star sanner is used for spaeraftorientation, and not for siene, so the data are not alibrated. The star sanner usesan un�ltered photomultiplier tube with a response overing the Johnson U and B bands,peaking at � 4300 �A. The light urve shows an almost omplete elipse, with a full widthof 1.0 days, and a depth of 0:m30.

Figure 1. The light urve around seondary elipse observed by the Galileo star traker. Themagnitudes are in the natural system of the detetor normalised to the V magnitude of Æ Vel.Observations of � Leonis are shown for omparison
The 2000 Galileo observations have poorer overage than the 1989 data as Galileo'stelemetry rates were lower, beause the spaeraft was further from the Earth. Alsosoftware was introdued to suppress disordant measurements, whih means that obser-vations below � 2:m15 are not reported by the spaeraft. Unfortunately this makes it verydiÆult to ompare the two elipses and assess the relative depths. The other elipsesobserved visually do show a marginal but systemati di�erene. The three seondaryelipses typially reah 2.1 or 2.2, whih is onsistent with the 1989 Galileo observations,while the three primary elipses observed were all deeper than 2.2, probably reahing 2.3.
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There is also some suggestion in the visual observations that the primary elipse is shorterthan the seondary. As the orbit is eentri, seondary elipse ours at � = 0:43, andthe period quite long, it is possible that the system is elliptial enough to show di�erenesin the width of the elipses.Given that there are three resolved omponents of Æ Vel it may be onsidered thatthere is a possible unertainty in the identi�ation of the star responsible for the vari-ations. However, the variable is unambiguously the brightest omponent, A. The loseompanions Aa and B eah ontribute � 0:m05 to the total light of the system so theyannot be responsible for the observed level of variation.In the absene of any other information it would appear that both stars in the elipsingbinary are relatively similar. Any substantial di�erene would reveal itself in the elipses,and this appears to be small. Without an aurate desription of the primary elipse, anorbital solution and detailed modelling, it is impossible to draw any de�nitive onlusion.However, if the di�erene between the elipses is only � 0:m1 then this points to only asmall di�erene in temperature and radius between the two omponents. The spetraltype, given variously as A0V or A1V, is probably omposite, and the system is probably adouble-lined spetrosopi binary, with K > 50 km s�1. The Bright Star Catalogue notesthat the veloity is possibly variable, and quotes two rather di�erent values of the v sin i,0 and 80 km s�1.We onlude that Æ Velorum A is an elipsing binary star probably ontaining twoearly main-sequene A-type stars. The Æ Vel system now ontains six omponents. Thespetrosopi binary in an eentri orbit, the lose ompanions Aa and B, and the moredistant CPM pair CD.Further photometri and spetrosopi observations that will help in modelling thesystem are enouraged.A portion of this researh was funded by NASA and performed at the Jet PropulsionLaboratory, California Institute of Tehnology. We would like to thank the followingobservers for ontributing their observations to the international ampaign: Albert Jansenand Brian Fraser (South Afria), Fraser Farrell and Mihael Mattiazzo (Australia), JaimeGar��a and Sergio Dom��nguez, (LIADA, Argentina).
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